Abstract-Attacks on data stored in mobile devices are increasingly getting more efficient and successful, especially with the use of advanced cryptanalysis techniques and high-tech systems. Encryption using the IEEE XTS-AES algorithm might be an attractive solution for this problem, but it comes with a significant impact on the performance of these limited-resources devices. The emergence of the potential Graphical Processing Units (GPUs), as a general purpose nongraphical computational power, has gained a great interest in both industry and academia. Recently, GPUs have presented higher performance for parallel programming than conventional CPUs while they continue gaining reduced cost. One important application area that can benefit from GPUs power is storage encryption in mobile devices. In this paper, we introduce a GPU-accelerated framework for storage encryption in mobile devices using the XTS-AES encryption algorithm. The Google's Android is targeted in this work as a mobile operating system.
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, mobile and handheld devices, such as Smartphones and Personal Digital Assistances (PDAs), have spread out in the market pervasively. This rapid growth has introduced a new threat to sensitive data that are stored inside these devices. Due to their small size, mobile devices are prone to be temporarily forgotten, stolen or completely lost while they might be carrying huge amount of private data inside them. In addition to personal sensitive information, current mobile devices can hold employee organizational data which can cause huge losses in case of misplaced or intentionally stolen [1] .
The security of most current mobile devices depends mainly on simple passwords which have proven to be weak enough especially with the new attack models that benefit from advanced technology [2] . As an alternative, the encryption of the complete storage area in mobile devices can provide a far trusted solution to ensure confidentiality of stored data. While full storage encryption provides more secure mobile devices, it also reduces the users' burden when they deal with file encryption in which specific files can be encrypted selectively. On the other hand, in full storage encryption, the complete storage area is transparently encrypted without any need for user intervention.
As a storage encryption algorithm, different algorithms have been introduced to meet the requirements. In this work, XTS-AES is chosen to be implemented to enforce the confidentiality of data stored in mobile devices. The P1619 XTS-AES is an IEEE standard for data protection on narrow-block storage devices [3] . It integrates XTS mode of operation with the well known AES encryption algorithm to provide a solid standard for storage protection. Section 2 provides more details about XTS-AES algorithm.
Although full encryption of stored data is a vital necessity to warrant confidentiality in mobile devices, it is involved with different challenges. Encrypting large amount of data imposes a great processing load on the CPUs of these devices which already suffer from lack of resources such as processing and memory. Using general purpose CPUs for encrypting full disks of data can greatly impact the overall performance of any system. Figure 1 shows the effect of disk encryption on an Intel Centrino 1.3 GHz processor system using different encryption algorithms [4] . Dedicated ASIC chips or encryption controllers can be used as a solution for this problem, but they come with different issues such as high cost and less flexibility in addition to lack of size in mobile devices [5] .
A more efficient alternative to overcome the high load of cryptography operations is the use of graphics processing units (GPUs). Current GPUs comes with attractive features such as the high potential processing power and wide memory bandwidth which make them highly surpass current CPUs. Another important aspect of current GPUs is the programmability feature. With the advent of new programming language standards that can directly interact with GPUs, such as CUDA and OpenCL, graphics processors can now be used for non graphical purposes such as medical and scientific applications.
From software perspective, different operating systems have been specifically tailored to cope with mobile devices needs such as limited processing and memory as well as small display size. The most common mobile OS are Nokia Symbian, Apple's iOS (previously iPhone), Windows mobile, and Google's Android. Unfortunately, most of these operating systems do not have an efficient way to protect stored data, such as full encryption, which should be made as an integral part of the operating system to guarantee proper level of protection. These operating systems mainly rely on complementary applications to provide the required level of security for data inside the device. These applications are usually not efficient enough to protect against modern attacks to retrieve the user data. Different attacks such as malware are spreading to mobile devices from different sources such as cellular networks, Internet, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and others [6] .
As a mobile operating system, Google's Android is a new and anticipated OS. It is generally a complete framework that is developed by Open Handset Alliance. Android is an open, programmable OS where its source code is available for community developers to edit and enhance [7] . As a drawback in most mobile OS, Android does not address security of stored data as an integral part of the OS itself. Rather, it depends on specific security applications to protect the device including stored data. Moreover, the feature of Android as an open source multi-environment operating system can be used against it since Android code is available for attackers to study and manipulate [8] . These different security breaches introduce a great need to address the security of stored data from inside the Android framework which can significantly enhance the confidentiality of such mobile and handheld devices.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Details of XTS-AES encryption algorithm will be explained in section 2. In section 3, advances in GPUs including their programming models will be discussed. In section 4, the proposed implementation and design in this work is presented. Finally, the conclusion of this research will be given in section 5.
II. XTS-AES ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
XTS-AES is a disk encryption algorithm developed by IEEE and approved recently by NIST (National Institute of Science and Technology) [9] . The mode of operation used in this algorithm, i.e. XTS, is a tweakable mode with the feature of CipherText Stealing (CTS). As Figure 2 depicts, this mode XORs the plaintext before and after the encryption process. It uses two keys to encrypt data instead of one key used in the original XEX mode [10] . This material key consists of a data encryption key, for AES encryption, as well as tweak key to incorporate the logical position of the data block into the encryption process [3] .
XTS-AES mode has several benefits as compared to conventional modes such as CBC. The Parallelizability feature of XTS gives it the ability to process data in parallel, allowing scalability in today's environment. XTS is also a more secure algorithm since it addresses different threats such as copy-and-paste attack [11] . The tweakability of this mode gives it some way to create variability so that a copy of the same plaintext is not encrypted into the same ciphertext. Finally, the CipherText Stealing (CTS) feature makes XTS to maintain the same size of the data during encryption which is an important constraint for storage encryption [12] . For several decades, the use of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) has been limited for accelerating graphical data and rendering images on displays. This was due to the inherited limitations in the fundamental structure of GPUs. Until recently, GPUs was unable to handle integer operations apart from floating-point format, i.e. processing integers using logical operations such as AND, OR, XOR instead of handling them as a floating-point numbers [13] [14] [15] . This prevented from the use of GPUs power in applications with intensive mathematics such as cryptography. On the other hand, handling only single precision floating-point operations was another reason not to use GPUs in other specific applications such as scientific simulations and calculations. Another important limitation in GPUs was the lack of programmability. The hardware of original GPU was mostly fixed-function pipelines that can be configured but cannot be programmed [5] . Even with the partially programmable GPUs, they need specific graphics APIs, such as OpenGL and DirectX, to access their interfaces. This has limited the number of GPU software developers to minimum, since programming such APIs for general purpose applications, was a great challenge.
Current GPUs, such as NVIDIA Tesla GPUs, may contain up to 448 processors in a single die [16] . These GPUs comes with huge computational power that can process more than a tera floating-point operation per second (TFLOPS), while the fastest CPU now can process only 100 GFLOPS [17] . These attractive properties of GPUs have driven the industry venders, leaded by NVIDIA, to get GPUs involved in more general-purpose computing. This is achieved by introducing the full programmability feature to GPU design as well as making their hardware more generalpurpose oriented by supporting integer number handling. Moreover, adding the GPUs ability to process double precision floating point numbers opens the way for scientific applications to be processed accurately by GPUs [13, 17] .
On the other hand, GPUs are only stream processors in the sense that they are best suitable for processing independent fragments of work, in parallel, where each fragment is handled by a single or group of processors inside the GPU. This impose that GPUs require their application to be highly parallelizable so that they can produce their best performance. That makes GPUs not efficient in serial processing which is best achieved by conventional CPUs [18] .
GPU Programming Models:
To cope with the great need for GPU programmability, industry venders has introduced different API environments for GPU programming such as NVIDIA's CUDA, ATI's Close To Metal (CTM), AMD's Stream Computing SDK, and Apple's OpenCL.
CUDA:
In the year 2006, NVIDIA has introduced Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) as a general purpose programming model for its GPUs. It is a parallel computing architecture that extends C and C++ languages with a set of directives to help developers conveniently interact with the GPU interface [19] . CUDA supports heterogeneous processor programming in which one part of an application is executed inside the CPU while another part, usually massive, is sent to the GPU for processing. In its memory model, CUDA provides shared-memory support for its applications even though this shared-memory support goes to minimal when communication between CPU and GPU occurs [17] .
OpenCL:
Open Compute Language (OpenCL) is a standardized, cross-platform, massively parallel programming API. It is developed recently by a group of industry players that include Intel, Apple, AMD, NVIDIA, and others (named as Khronos group) [20] . The aim of OpenCL is to provide a portable parallel computing environment so that developed applications can run in all processors that support OpenCL without any coding modifications. It provides C programmers with a set of extensions to develop parallel applications. Both OpenCL and CUDA are very similar in many aspects but CUDA shows higher and more flexible programming constructs than OpenCL. Also CUDA applications exhibit faster performance on platforms that support both languages which makes CUDA more attractive to parallel programming developers [18] .
IV. PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we introduce the design of a system that can provide full confidentiality for data stored inside the mobile devices that are based on Google's Android operating system. Figure 3 shows different parts of this design and how they interact with each other.
A. System Componenets:
Components in this system can be divided into two main categories: cryptography and parallel processing components. Cryptography components contain XTS-AES module which is a part of the LibTomCrypt library.
LibTomCrypt is an open source encryption library written in portable C. This library consists of different encryption algorithms and other encryption primitives. As a parallel processing component, the GPU API is used to allow the system utilizes GPU processing resources to encrypt stored data while keeping the CPU free for user needs.
B. Implementations details:
This work can be implemented inside Android architecture in three different methods. The first method is to implement the encryption system inside the application framework layer. The encryption in this method is based on user request and does not transparently encrypt all user data. It is simpler but slower and less secure. The second method, which is shown in fig 3, goes lower to incorporate the encryption module into the libraries layer. The module then interacts with SQLite database through system calls to encrypt user data such as contacts automatically. This method makes the proposed system more efficient and secure. The last method implements the encryption module into deeper level of the Linux Kernel layer. All user data including the operating system itself will be encrypted in this method which increases the system confidentiality. On the other hand, it makes the system more complicated and less flexible.
In the proposed system, which is based on the second method, access to the storage of a mobile device is enabled only through the encryption module which is XTS-AES algorithm as shown in Figure 3 . This ensures that all user data will be encrypted, transparently on the fly, during the read/write operations from/to the device. The encryption unit interacts with the Android operating system through the C library libc in the libraries layer which in turn gives access to the Linux Kernel. Encrypting the storage device is accomplished in a sector-wise (512 bytes) fashion to maintain the compatibility with disk storage properties. These 512-byte blocks of data are then divided into smaller 16-byte blocks to suit XTS-AES encryption.
Since encrypting massive stored data can impact the performance of a mobile device, the highly parallel parts of these encryption operations, which compose most of the encryption operations here, will be sent to the device GPU to process it. Enabling access to the device GPU, as well as the communication between the CPU and GPU, is handled through the OpenCL programming API. This access to GPU is performed through direct contact with Linux Kernel layer while bypassing the Android runtime (Dalvik virtual machine) to maintain proper performance. In systems that do not support OpenCL, such as current handheld phones, OpenGL can be used instead of OpenCL to enable GPU use in the proposed system.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the confidentiality issue of data stored inside the Android-based mobile devices. We introduced the concept of a massively parallel encryption system that can benefits from the GPU power of a mobile device to encrypt stored data on-the-fly during the user read/write operations. This proposed encryption system is applicable to different mobile device architectures. Since handheld devices still does not support the newly developed OpenCL, the fully supported OpenGL API can be used instead. The performance of the proposed system can highly surpass any equivalent CPU-based encryption system which ensures transparent data encryption for mobile device users.
